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Translation of Some Hymns from 
the Rig Veda
VIKRAMAN BALAJI

In this article we offer a selection of hymns from the Vedic literature 
with a translation and very brief comments. Our primary sources of 
inspiration are the writings of Sri Aurobindo.1 (SriAurobindo, Secret 
of the Veda, 1972), (SriAurobindo, The Upanishads, 1972) and (AK-

Coomaraswamy, 2000). 
In the context of sacred literature, a translation is usually taken to be 

an adaptation of sacred speech in a language accessible to the uninitiated. 
Normally, such an adaptation distils the mental elements from the entire 
substance of its experience as a means to conceptualize and philosophize. 
But for us, the process of translation is sounding the Word in silence as a 
means to plumb our own depths. Translation and dwelling on the Word 
constitute a process that we employ to enter into the core of the Word so as 
WR�DOORZ�LWV�VXEVWDQFH�WR�WUDQV¿JXUH�RXU�EHLQJ��(DFK�WUDQVODWLRQ�LV�D�MRXUQH\�
E\�LWVHOI�DQG�WKHUHIRUH�QR�WUDQVODWLRQ�FDQ�EH�WDNHQ�DV�¿QDO��

Swami Vivekananda2�VD\V�³9HGD�LV�RI�WKH�QDWXUH�RI�6KDEGD�RU�RI�LGHD��
It is but the sum total of ideas. Shabda, according to the old Vedic meaning 
of the term, is the subtle idea, which reveals itself by taking the gross form 
later on.” To us, the Riks3 are embodiments of the Rishis themselves, in the 
form of Word-substance, for a perennial interaction and experiencing of the 
VHHNHU�DIWHU�OLJKW��5LVKL�'ƯUJKDWDPDV�VD\V�

�ۊHGX܈�DۘĞDUH�SDUDPH�Y\RPDQ�\DVPLQ�GHYƗ�DGKL�YLĞYH�QLۊFD܀

The luminous Word (FDত),
In the changeless (DলĞDUD) summit space (SDUDPH�Y\RPDQ),
Wherein, seated above the universe,
Are the beings of Light (GHYƗ).
�5LJ�9HGD�����������

To understand the Riks, therefore, it is necessary to try and enter the 
soul of the rishi. Sri Aurobindo writes4 

For ultimately, as I have already insisted, we can know the subject 
of the Veda only by the soul and its pure faculty of knowledge, 
not by verbal scholarship, metaphysical reasoning or intellectual 
discrimination. By entering into communion with the soul of the 
thinker which still broods behind the inspired language, we come 
to realise what he saw and what he put into his words, what waits 
there to make itself known to us. By communion with the soul of 
the Universe, which is behind the soul of the thinker, and one with 
LW��ZH�JHW�WKRVH�H[SHULHQFHV�ZKLFK�LOOXPLQH�DQG�FRQ¿UP�RU�FRUUHFW�
by amplifying our vision of truth in the Sruti. And since no man 
should lightly hope that he has been able always to think, act and 

NQRZ�E\� WKH�VXSUHPH�PHWKRG�� LW� LV�¿WWLQJ�DOZD\V� WR�ERZ�GRZQ�
in utter self-surrender to the Master of All, the Lord, who as the 
Knower dwells in Himself as name and form and offer to him the 
truth we have found in the Sruti and the error we have imported 
in it to do both with the truth and the error whatever He wills in 
+LV�LQ¿QLWH�SRZHU��ORYH�DQG�ZLVGRP�IRU�WKH�SXUSRVH�RI�+LV�HWHUQDO�
DQG�LQ¿QLWH�/LOD�

Vedic thought is rooted in several basic principles. The thought around 
which all is centred is the seeking after Truth, Light, Immortality. There is a 
Truth higher and deeper than the truth of outward existence, a Light higher 
and greater than human understanding, which comes by revelation and 
inspiration, an Immortality towards which the soul has to rise. We have to 
¿QG�RXU�ZD\�WR�WKDW��WR�JHW�LQWR�WRXFK�ZLWK�WKLV�7UXWK�DQG�,PPRUWDOLW\��WR�EH�
born into the Truth, to grow in it, to ascend in spirit into the world of Truth, 
and to live in it. To do so is to unite ourselves with the Divine and to pass 
from mortality to immortality. 

We must bear in mind that the object of the Veda Samhitas was not 
an enunciation of the general truths of Brahman but the practice of its 
particulars. They are essentially a record of Yoga, describing stages and 
movements in the progress of the individual towards the divine goal. There 
are hymns which praise and invoke the gods who preside over human 
IXQFWLRQLQJV�DQG�WKH�&RVPLF�RUGHU��WKH�WD���%XW�WKH\�DUH�LQ�PRVW�SDUWV�
statements of experiences packed full of psychological detail and minute 
VSLULWXDO�UHDOL]DWLRQ�ZKLFK�FRQ¿UP�WKH�H[SHULHQFHV�RI�WKH�VHHU�DQG�DVVLVW�LQ�
WKH�MRXUQH\�RI�WKH�VHHNHU�E\�SURYLGLQJ�VLJQL¿FDQW�ODQGPDUNV��

The Vedic Rishis perceived the nature of the evolutionary process as 
well as the nature of all conscious action as a yajna or an offering. Self-
IXO¿OOPHQW�E\�VHOI�RIIHULQJ��ƗWPD�\DMQD, to grow by giving, was recognized 
as the universal law. We must offer into the Agni, the Divine Fire, every 
single thought, every feeling and action, even our very body, for it is thus, 
E\�EDNLQJ�WKLV�ERG\��DV�LW�ZHUH��VKDOO�ZH�EH�LQ�D�FRQGLWLRQ�¿W�WR�UHFHLYH�WKDW�
draught of immortality (soma rasa���$�SHUIHFW�VDFUL¿FH�FRQVWLWXWHV�D�FRQ-
scious offering to Agni, and a perfect apportioning of all the offerings to the 
various deities. But this comes as a culmination of a long process of Yoga, 
when the seeker is completely surrendered to the Divine Will; for it is Agni, 
the Supreme Will, who effects this perfect arrangement and ordering of the 
Truth-Law. The process of transformation is thus a gradual replacement 
RI�WKH�IDOOLEOH�KXPDQ�ZLOO�E\�WKH�GLYLQH�ÀDPLQJ�IRUFH��%XW�LQ�WKH�XOWLPDWH�
scheme of things, the Rishis recognized the law that ultimately all is offered 
by the Divine, to the Divine himself through the Divine. The Divine is the 
HDWHU��HDWLQJ�DQG�KLPVHOI�WKH�HDWHQ��$V�WKH�3XUXVKD�6ǌNWD�GHFODUHV�WKLV���
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”“taken as final.

\DMxHQD�\DMxDP�D\DMDQWD�

The yajna is made by a yajna through the yajna.  (5LJ�9HGD���������)

We begin with a verse from the Rig Veda enlightening us on the sym-
bolism underlying the Vedic hymns: 

$ĞYƗG�L\Ɨ\HWL�\DG�YDGDQW\�RMDVR�MƗWDP�XWD�PDQ\D�HQDP�

When they say he is come out of the horse, I understand Him to be 
born of luminous energy (RMDVR�MƗWDP), and out of the mind’s force. (5LJ�
9HGD���������)

It is essential to keep in mind our basic premise that the Rishi is a 
mystic poet who employs material occurring in physical existence into 
instruments for effectively expressing and communicating inner Truths. 
There is a new syntax, uncommon constructions and novel vocabulary. In 
the context of the mystical rite in the Vedic literature, we quote from Dr 

Ananda Coomaraswamy a few lines which apply admirably to the inner 
V\PEROLVP�RI�WKH�5LJ�9HGLF�K\PQV��+H�ZULWHV��³�:KHQ�ZH�DVVHUW�WKH�SULRU-
LW\�RI�WKH�PHWDSK\VLFDO�VLJQL¿FDQFH�RI�D�ULWH��ZH�DUH�QRW�GHQ\LQJ�WKDW�WKHUH�
PD\�KDYH�EHHQ��WKHQ�DV�QRZ��DYLGYƗQVDত��IRU�ZKRP�WKH�JLYHQ�ULWH�KDG�D�
merely magical character: we are deducing from the form of the rite itself 
that it could have been thus correctly ordered by those who fully under-
VWRRG�LWV�XOWLPDWH�VLJQL¿FDQFH��DQG�WKDW�WKLV�PHWDSK\VLFDO�VLJQL¿FDQFH�PXVW�
have been understood in the same way by the evamvit; just as a mathemati-
cal equation presupposes a mathematician, and also other mathematicians 
able to riddle it. That the modern scholar trained in a school of naturalistic 
LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ�LV�QRW�D�³PDWKHPDWLFLDQ´�LQ�WKLV�VHQVH�SURYHV�QRWKLQJ��³�)RU�
the scriptures crave to be read in that spirit wherein they were made; and 
in the same spirit they are to be understood” (William of Thierry, Golden 
Epistle, X.31).”5

:H�QRZ�WUDFH�RXW�RQH�SDWK��DPRQJ�LQ¿QLWH�SRVVLELOLWLHV��WKURXJK�WKH�
mystical world of the Veda. 

Ɨ�GHYƗQƗPDSL�SDQWKƗP�DJQDP�\DW�ĞDNQDYƗP�WDW�DQX�SUDYRۜDKXۨ

We have come (DJQDP) to the path of the gods (GHYƗQƗP�SDQWKƗP), 

may we have the power (ĞDNQDYƗP) to tread it, to drive forward 
(SUDYRশDKXূ) along that road6. (5LJ�9HGD���������5LVKL�7ULWD�$SW\D��7U��E\�
6UL�$XURELQGR)

The seeker needs to keep in mind that:

QDKL�VWKǌUL܀�WKXWKƗ�\ƗWDP�DVWL�QD�XW�ĞUDYDۊ�YLYLGH�VDP�JDPH܈X

A laboured7 (VWKǌUL) movement is not in accordance with the Truth 
(WD)8, nor does one get knowledge of (YLYLGH) of inspiration (ĞUDYDত) in 
gatherings (VDP�JDPHৢX). 

 (5LJ�9HGD�����������5LVKL�6XNƯUWL�.ƗNĞƯYDWD)

There is the initial onset of self-doubt, and a feeling of inadequacy and 
D�VXEVHTXHQW�LQÀRZ�RI�LQVSLUDWLRQ�

QD�YLMƗQƗPL�\DW�LYD�LGDP�DVPL�QLx\Dۊ�VDP�QDGGKDۊ�PDQDVƗ�FDUƗPL
\DGƗ�PƗ�DJDQ�SUDWKDPDMƗ܀�WDV\D�ƗW�LW�YƗFDۊ�DĞQXYH�EKƗJDP�DV\Ɨۊ

I know not who I am, a 
mystery (QLx\Dূ),

Tethered (VDূ�QDGGKDত) 
by the mind I wander.

:KHQ�WKH�¿UVW�ERUQ�
(SUDWKDPDMƗ) of the Truth (WD) 
came into me, 

Then I enjoyed (DĞQXYH) a 
portion of the Word.

(5LJ�9HGD�����������5LVKL�
'ƯUJKDWDPDۊ)

The path is hard and beset 
with obstructions; the only 
strength is the inner light and 
inspiration. The inspiration 

comes up as the expressive Word. The breaking down of the caves of Vala 
(the subconscient obstruction), and the role of the Word of inspiration in 
this breaking, is a recurring theme in the Vedic literature.

VD�VXܒ܈XEKƗ�VD܀�NYDWƗ�JD۬HQD�YDODP�UXURMD�SKDOLJDP�UDYH۬D

The phalanx (JDD) that sings the hymns of the perfect rhythm that 
DI¿UPV��VX�ৢWXEKƗ) and the chant of illumination (NYDWƗ) break Vala into 
pieces (SKDOLJDP) by his roar (UDYHQD). 

(5LJ�9HGD���������9ƗPDGHYD)

The seeker soon realizes he is not alone on the path. Indeed, the entire 
gamut of experience of all the forerunners on the path is stored within him 
and can be recovered.

VH\DP�DVPH�VDQDMƗ�SLWU\D�GKƯۊ

This in us is that contemplation of the ancient Fathers (VDQDMƗ�SLW\D). 
(5LJ�9HGD���������9LĞYƗPLWUD)
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”“
a state of total purity and simplicity. 

The seeker (the Rishi) prays for the epiphany of the Dawn of the light 
of Truth (܀WDV\D�M\RWLۊ), the awakening of the inner consciousness. The 
Rishi invokes her as the deity who opens the pathways with her hues and 
lessens the pain on this long and tardy journey.

G\XWDW�\ƗPƗQDP�E܀KDWƯP܀�WHQD܀�WƗYDUƯP�DUX۬DSVXP�YLEKƗWƯP
GHYƯP�X܈DVDP�VYDU�ƗYDKDQWƯP�SUDWL�YLSUƗVR�PDWLEKLU�MDUDQWH�

Dawn with her illumined chariot, vast with the Truth (EKDWƯP�WHQD), 
full of the Truth (WƗYDUƯP), with a form like that of Aruna, is the radiant 
One, who ushers in (ƗYDKDQWƯP) with herself the heaven of Light. The 
vibrant illumined seers (YLSUƗVDত) adore her (MDUDQWH) with their inspired 
mentalisings (PDWLEKLত) (5LJ�9HGD���������6DW\DĞUDYDV�ƗWUH\D)

The cosmic Dawn heralds the rising of the inner Sun and a deeper 
FRQWHPSODWLRQ�OHDGV�WR�WKH�LQQHU�VRXO��H[SHULHQFHG�DV�$JQL��WKH�ÀDPH�EXUQ-
ing in the cave of the heart. He is the Supreme’s Design, Intention and Will 
placed in the human to lead him in the journey9.

GKUXYDP�M\RWLۊ�QLKLWDP�G܀ĞD\H�NDP�PDQDۊ�MDYLܒ܈DP�SDWD\DWVX�
DQWDULWL

YLĞYH�GHYƗۊ�VDPDQDVDۊ�VDNHWƗۊ�HNDP�NUDWXP�DEKL�YL�\DQWL�VƗGKX

A moveless light (GKUXYDP�M\RWLত), he is placed within (QLKLWDP) 
that we may have vision (GĞD\H); 
he is the mind, the swiftest (MDYLৢ৬DP) among all that wings (SDWD\�

DWVX). 
The universal deities, 

one in mind, one in percep-
tion (VDNHWƗ) move straight 
(VDGKX), 

in their wide-ranging 
paths, towards the Design, the 
Divine Will (NUDWX).

(5LJ�9HGD��������5LVKL�
%KDUDGYƗMD)

The soul within is seen 
often as a Bird, a symbol for 
the soul in its swiftness of 
ÀLJKW��LWV�DELOLW\�WR�VHH�GHSWKV�
from afar, and simply because the symbol of the Bird is integrally inter-
twined with the form of the human soul.  

(NDۊ�VXSDUxDۊ�VDۊ�VDPXGUDP�ƗYLYHĞD�VDۊ�LGDP�YLĞYDP�EKXYDQDP�
YLFDĞWH

7DP�SƗNHQD�PDQDVƗ�DSDĞ\DP�DQWLWDۊ�WDP�PƗWD�UHۜLKD�VDۊ�X�UHۜLKD�
PƗWDUDP

One Bird of beautiful wing enters (ƗYLYHĞD) into the ocean. Thence he 
beholds (YLFDĞWH) this universal existence (YLĞYDP�EKXYDQDP). Him with 
an infant mind (SƗNHQD�PDQDVƗ) I have seen from anear (DQWLWDত), him the 
mother kisses and he in turn kisses the mother. (5LJ�9HGD���������)

The Rishi (also the seeker) opens his eyes towards the world of Light 
and he beholds in the blue vastness a pure body of Light, a Swan seated on 
it. Its Light illumines the entire skies and this Light pervades each atom in 
the skies. From thence, this Bird beholds this earth through a Light which is 
its very own. When the seeker’s inner eye opens, then his seeing is simul-
taneously an objective seeing as well as a seeing which arises by becoming 
all in a total subjectivity. When this vision awakens, the things afar become 
verily the things within, seen within the heart’s ocean (KW�VDPXGUD).  One 
LV�UHPLQGHG�RI�6UL�5DPDNULVKQD¶V�H[TXLVLWH�LQWXLWLYH�REVHUYDWLRQ��³6HD�
water appears dark blue from a distance, but when you take a little of it in 
your hand, it is all pure and limpid. So Lord Krishna appears azure from a 
distance”.10

There is a new dawning of the Sun in this ocean and the consciousness 
is in a state of total purity and simplicity. In the deep inner solitude this Sun 
is witnessed in utter proximity. He beholds that the Sun in the Light worlds 
DERYH�LV�LQGHHG�WKH�9DLVYƗQDUD�$JQL�ZLWKLQ�KLV�HDUWKO\�IRXQGDWLRQ��ZLWKLQ�
KLV�KHDUW��7KH�SURFHVV�RI�VƗGKDQD�IRUJHV�WKLV�LQQHU�6XQ�DQG�WKLV�HDUWK\�IRXQ-
GDWLRQ�LV�YHULO\�LWV�0RWKHU��$GLWL��WKH�,Q¿QLWH�PDWUL[11). The entire founda-
tion of the seeker is gradually being fashioned and forged by the Agni.

(OVHZKHUH��WKH�5LVKL�9ƗPDGHYD�VLQJV�KLV�6ZDQ�FKDQW�

KDPVDۊ�ĞXFLVDG�YDVXU�DQWDULۘ܈KDVDG�KRWƗ�YHGLVDG�DWLWKLU�GXUR۬DVDG�
Q܀VDG�YDUDVDG܀�WDVDG�Y\RPDVDG�DEMƗ�JRMƗ܀�WDMƗ�DGULMƗ܀�WDP�

The Swan, seated in the Pure (ĞXFLVDG), 
the shining One (YDVXত),  seated in the mid-worlds, in the wide empy-

rean (DQWDULলৢKDVDG),  
The Caller of the Gods (KRWƗ��VHDWHG�LQ�WKH�VDFUL¿FLDO�VHDW��YHGLVDG),  
The Guest, seated in the body (GXURDVDG), 
Seated in Man (QVDG), and in the Void (Y\RPDVDG), 
Born of the Waters (DEMƗ), Born of Matter (DGULMƗ),  Born of Light 

(JRMƗ),  
Seated in WD, Born of WD, The WDP.
(5LJ�9HGD���������5LVKL�9ƗPDGHYD)

In yet another place this is sung differently. The Bird within the heart 
aspires and reaches the cosmic Sun followed by the descent and the move 
towards universalization.
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N܈܀xDP�QL\ƗQDP�KDUD\Dۊ�VXSDUxƗۊ�DSDۊ�YDVƗQƗ�GLYDP�XW�SDWDQWL
WH�Ɨ�DYY܀WUDQ�VDGDQƗW܀�WDV\D�ƗW�LW�JK܀WHQD�S܀WKLYƯ�YL�XG\DWH

Bright (KDUD\Dত) and Beautiful of wing (VXSDUxƗ),
The Bird dwelling in the waters (DSR�YDVƗQƗ),
Surges heavenwards through the dark passage.
He returns (DYDYWUDQ) from the seat of Truth (VDGDQƗG�WDV\D),
And the Earth is wide-uplifted
E\�KLV�ÀRZLQJ�OXPLQRVLW\��JKWDূ).
(5LJ�9HGD�����������5LVKL�'ƯUJKDWDPD12ۊ)

Repeated visitation of the light results in a constant perception of the 
Sun of Divinity in all that exists:

WDG�YL۬܈Rۊ�SDUDPDP�SDGDP�VDGƗ�SDĞ\DQWL�VǌUD\Dۊ�
GLYƯYD�FDN܈XU�ƗWDWDP�

That paramount stride of Vishnu which the illumined seers (VǌUD\Dত) 
perpetually behold like an eye extended (ƗWDWDP) in heaven (GLYL). (5LJ�
9HGD���������5LVKL�0HGKƗWLWLۊ�.Ɨ۬YDۊ)

The three strides of Vishnu clearly correspond to the three boons of 
Naciketa in the Katha Upanishad, with the third step being the paramount 
stride (SDUDPƗP�JDWLP) (see Katha Upanishad III.9). 

The seeker reaches the end of the road where he discovers the well 
of honey, the fount of Ananda, the goal of the Taittiriya Upanishad (in its 
Ananda Mimamsa) which is also the culminating word of the Kena Upani-
shad (WDG�YDQDP). 

XUXNUDPDV\D�YL܈QRۊ�SDGH�SDUDPH�PDGKYD�XWVDۊ

The wide-moving (XUXNUDPD) Vishnu’s paramount step where there 
is a well of honey (PDGKYD�XWVDত)13.

(5LJ�9HGD�����������5LVKL�'ƯUJKDWDPDۊ).
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NOTES

1  (Sri Aurobindo, Secret of the Veda, 1972), (Sri Aurobindo, The Upani-
shads, 1972) and (A. K. Coomaraswamy, 2000). 
2  See Collected Works of Swami Vivekananda, Volume 6, Conversations 
and Dialogues IX, pp. 496-499 .
3  Having the same root as arka, meaning ‘a hymn of Light’.
4  See page 305, Supplement to the Collected Works of Sri Aurobindo, 
[Birth Centenary Library], Volume 27, Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry, 
1972.
5 A. Coomaraswamy, Volume 1, Selected Papers, p. 447.
6  Page 381, (Sri Aurobindo, Hymns to the Mystic Fire, 1972)
7  heavy, dense.
8  the dynamic Truth, the Order.
9  See also the last hymn in Isha Upanishad.
����1R�������IURP�³6D\LQJV�RI�6UL�5DPDNULVKQD´��6UL�5DPDNULVKQD�0DWK��

Mylapore, 1954.
����1RW�WR�EH�FRQIXVHG�ZLWK�WKH�PDWKHPDWLFDO�FRQFHSW�RI�LQ¿QLWH�
12  We invite the reader to compare this with the following translation of 
WKLV�K\PQ�JLYHQ�E\��:HQG\�'RQLJHU��7KH�5LJ�9HGD��3HQJXLQ�������³7KH�
\HOORZ�ELUGV�FORWKHG�LQ�ZDWHUV�À\�XS�WR�WKH�VN\�RQ�WKH�GDUN�SDWK��7KH\�
have now returned from the home of the Order, and at once the earth was 
drenched with butter”. While comparing these renderings, the reader should 
keep in mind the passage from Dr Coomaraswamy’s writings quoted 
HDUOLHU��,Q�UHQGHULQJ�JKWDP�DV�³ÀRZLQJ�OXPLQRVLW\´�ZH�IROORZ�WKH�OHDGLQJ�
of Sri Aurobindo.
13  Or a fount of honey.
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